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A B S T R A C T

There are a plethora of factors that may impact the viscous finger profiles observed in heavy oil-in-water
emulsification in porous media such as chemical properties, chemical reaction, capillary number, mobility ratio,
interfacial tension (IFT) gradient, chemical concentration, wettability, pH, and brine properties. To investigate
such impact, we studied a large series of in-situ heavy oil-in-water emulsifications at various conditions using
emulsifiers such as anionic surfactants, cationic surfactants, and NaOH (sodium hydroxide). For the stabilization
of the emulsions formed with the emulsifiers, we tested nanofluids (silica, cellulose nanocrystal, zirconia, alu-
mina) and polymers. 2-D visual results displayed that there exist finger profiles which strongly correlate with
stable Winsor type 4 heavy oil-in-water emulsion generation along with “semi-stable” Winsor type 4 heavy oil-
in-water emulsification. By controlling the structure of emulsion droplets and correlating observed multiple
finger interactions to the materials, we enable the selection of novel designs for effective heavy-oil recovery as
well as corresponding displacement mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Macroscopic and microscopic visualizations allow us to gain in-
sights into important and fundamental physical flow mechanisms such
as the Saffman-Taylor instabilities due to the viscosity ratio, and the
Marangoni effect due to the surface tension gradient, wetting, dewet-
ting, and superspreading behaviors. Hele-Shaw visualization studies in
the past have mainly focused on weakening or eliminating the fingering
instabilities during fluid displacements. In this qualitative study, we
attempt to address and describe the flow patterns at “limited” mis-
cibility conditions that exist in the wide gap between the two extreme
miscibility conditions (immiscible and miscible) by analyzing dynamic
quasi-miscible and immiscible flow behavior observed during heavy oil
(bitumen-like) displacements with addition of various surface active
agents, polymers and nanoparticles. Then the resulted final products
are visualized at macroscale (Hele-Shaw visualization) and microscale
(transmitted-light microscopy) to determine their relation to emulsion
and emulsion stability. Additionally, in the case of immiscible flow, the
capillary number effect on finger growth and ramification patterns is

investigated by manipulating the flow rates.

1.1. Non-thermal heavy-oil recovery methods

Typically, non-thermal enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods for
heavy oil recovery are referred to as chemical and miscible recovery
methods. These methods include injection of surfactant, polymer,
caustic, alcohol, and emulsion floods and their combinations. Field
applications of these chemical methods for heavy oil recovery in
Canada were extensively discussed by Delamaide et al. [15]. Saboorian-
Jooybari et al. [56] specified and focused on the most commonly used
heavy oil recovery method of which is polymer application (lab, pilot,
field applications) in their review study. Previous literature work in-
volving various types of chemical flooding laboratory experiments with
heavy oil is listed in Table 1. In the case of emulsion flooding, it was
observed that the recovery efficiency is rather low without polymer
addition.

Most of the laboratory studies in Table 1 focused on linear core
flooding (or sand pack) flooding systems and there have been limited
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attempts to visualize miscible and immiscible displacements and mul-
tiphase viscous fingering during the heavy oil recovery especially by the
use of the Hele-Shaw visualization method (even though, there had
been a significant number of studies using other fluid types). In this
paper, we investigate non-thermal chemical flooding visualization ex-
periments using heavy oil and mineral oil. Flow visualization can be
employed with the use of Hele-Shaw cells, glass bead packs or micro-
models [33]. These visualization experiments can provide important
insights into the displacement mechanisms of the chemical methods
and allow us to directly observe the dynamics of the shape, deforma-
tion, and nature of fluid interfaces along with viscous fingering patterns
and growth of in-situ emulsions. Furthermore, studies in the past have
focused on weakening or eliminating the fingering instabilities [2,27].
However, in this study, we attempt to categorize the finger types which
appear in the visualization experiments using Hele-Shaw cells, distin-
guish them based on their displacement mechanisms, and investigate
their role in heavy oil-in-water emulsification and final enhanced heavy
oil recovery.

1.2. Fingering instabilities

Interfacial instabilities such as viscous fingering instability occur
when a low-viscosity fluid invades a high viscosity fluid in a uniform
medium due to unstable flow displacement. Saffman and Taylor [57], in
their now considered a classic study, found that when a low viscosity
fluid displaces a high viscosity fluid in a narrowly spaced cell, finger-
like interfacial patterns can be observed due to the lack of stability in
the interface. This type of “fingering instability” as demonstrated ex-
perimentally by Huppert [24] is the growth of protrusions “fingers” on
the front of the fluid. Controlling the flow displacement is limited once
the fluid properties are fixed (assuming that the geometry of the flow
path is also fixed). Based on the composition of the injectant, the pat-
tern can be temporary or retains its shape permanently while the fingers
spread out over time [27]. This instability can be manifested in the form
of fingers which pass by/through a fluid of higher viscosity. On the
contrary, a uniform propagation is expected in the case of a higher
viscosity fluid displacing low viscosity fluid. The potential of Hele-Shaw
visualization as a way to represent the fingering instabilities in porous
media has been extensively investigated [57,13,69,6,26] and in their
application in enhanced oil recovery [36,22,48,33] and carbon se-
questration [14]. In this research, we study various fluid systems to
observe fingering instabilities in the two-dimensional Hele-Shaw con-
figuration. The Hele-Shaw cells maintain a constant gap and the in-
terface is studied.

1.3. Fingers in miscible and quasi-miscible (in-situ emulsion) and immiscible
flooding

Chen [11] suggested that immiscible finger patterns are less rami-
fied than the miscible, and that immiscible fingers are more sensitive to
the flow rate than their counterparts (miscible). This was further con-
firmed by Kawaguchi et al. [30] where the finger pattern changed from
Split-like shapes to ramified shapes with an increase in flow rate during
immiscible flooding. This might imply that the role of the capillary
force may be the most dominant factor for the immiscible case (such as
brine, polymer with oil). Troian et al. [66] suggested that a surface
diffusion of surfactant is too slow to have any impact on fingering and
therefore, they attributed the fingering instability to the Marangoni
effect. Marangoni effect states that surface tension gradients or sur-
factant concentration variation can lead to the traction at the interface
which leads the flow of fluid in the direction of increasing surface
tension or decreasing surface tension based on the condition. Suzuki
et al. [63] displayed in their experiment with sodium sulfate and
polyethylene glycol, the quasi-miscible viscous fingering behavior in
the shape of multiple droplets. They suggested that whereas the mis-
cible behavior can be characterized by one single finger or multi-fin-
gers, quasi-miscible fluid behavior can be characterized by multiple
droplets. Kong et al. [33] also showed similar results of oil droplets to
show emulsification.

Following are the questions which reflect the key points and ob-
jectives of this study:

1. Can viscous fingers be described in the context of DLA (Diffusion
Limited Aggregation) in all chemical flooding/immiscible flooding
cases?

2. Can we control the finger growth and tip-splitting?
3. How does wettability affect fingering?
4. How does viscous fingering (fingering instabilities) attribute to oil

recovery?
5. What type of viscous fingering patterns can be observed during

emulsification?
6. Can the final products (emulsion types based on the Winsor type

phase behavior) be indicative of the observed viscous fingering?
7. Should we inhibit fingering or encourage fingering for oil recovery?
8. How does the in-situ “natural surfactant” generation in heavy oil

affect the viscous fingering?
9. What is the effect of pressure gradient in finger generation?

Answers for above questions will be provided in the Section 6.

Table 1
Heavy oil (non-thermal laboratory experience).

Chemical flooding type (Heavy
oil)

Mechanism Limitations Reference

Microemulsion, Nanoemulsion
(emulsion)

Oil viscosity reduction, in-situ emulsion generation High costs, difficulty in demulsification [31,54,70,37,38,49,3]

Surfactant IFT Reduction and an increase in capillary number High costs, surfactant retention [44]
Polymer Sweep efficiency improvement (reduction in mobility ratio,

diversion of the injected water flow, modification of the
fractional flow)

Limited capacity to displace isolated oil droplets [61,32,67,4,67,68,7]

Alkaline IFT reduction due to In-situ surfactant (soap) generation through
chemical reactions between alkali agents and organic acids

Rock mineral scaling, precipitation [49,50,21,17,16,65]

Nanofluids Wettability pattern alteration Flocculation, damage in porous media [1,10]
AS Oil and water emulsification, mobility ratio improvement. High costs of surfactant, Alkali’s reaction with

rock minerals
[9,51,47,35,18,41]

SP IFT reduction, mobility improvement High costs of surfactant [20,55]
ASP IFT reduction, mobility improvement (alkali improves surfactant

activity and reduces surfactant and polymer depletion
Alkali’s reaction with rock minerals scaling.
Difficulty in W/O emulsion demulsification

[25,60]
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2. Experiments

When predicting fluid flow, it is essential to consider the following
factors: the property of fluids, the geometry of the flow media, and the
fluid pressure at boundaries [23]. Considering the aforementioned
factor, following are the assumptions of this study:

1. The hydraulic gradient is negligible.
2. Hele-Shaw samples are flat and smooth; Ra (surface roughness)= 0.

The samples are not artificially etched for reproducibility purposes.
3. Pressure distribution of the sample during the dynamic experiment

is as indicated in Fig. 1.
4. Pinj > P1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Pinj≫ Ppro (=Patm).
5. Temperature distribution is consistent throughout the sample (at

21 °C).
6. The Hele-Shaw cell width remains constant due to the frames that

are tightly screwed together.

2.1. Boundary condition (pressure gradient)

Apart from the capillary number and Reynold’s number, pressure
(stress) gradient is an important factor to consider in this study as the
production port is connected to the atmosphere for the sample collec-
tion. In the displacement competition between pressure gradient and
capillary number effect, it should be noted pressure gradient may affect
the finger ramification loss due to the pressure gradient being a more
dominant factor in the finger pattern generation. We assume that the
pressure difference between P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 is negligible and
Pinj > P1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Pinj ≫ Ppro (=Patm) based on the condition
that the frames were tightly fixed together with bolts and nuts, as they
were at 12 points surrounding the Hele-Shaw cell (Fig. 1) consistently
throughout the study.

2.2. Experimental setup and procedure

There are two geometries commonly used to investigate Hele-Shaw
viscous fingering phenomena: rectangular or radial. In this paper, we
use the horizontally placed rectangular model in order to better mimic
the linear sandpack flooding setup from our previous experiments [37]
and reduce the gravity drainage effect. Two smooth and transparent
Plexiglass plates were used to build the Hele-Shaw cells in this ex-
periment. The inner dimension of the cell is 5.8 cm by 13.2 cm and the
gap between the two flat glasses was measured to be 0.3mm. The di-
mension of the frames which is the outer dimension, in this case, was
measured to be 15.2 cm by 25 cm. Two holes (injection, production)
were drilled in the upper plexiglass in the center of each edge. A syringe
pump (GenieTouch™) was used to inject the fluids into the injection
port. Hele-Shaw plexiglass samples used in this study were measured to
be water-wet in the previous study by Pratama and Babadagli [53].

First, the Hele-Shaw model was saturated with oil (heavy oil or
mineral oil) and a variety of chemicals were injected after into the cell.
It should be noted that in order to ensure the homogeneity and stability
of the injectants (utmost dissolution of chemicals, elimination of bub-
bles due to the chemical reaction), before the injection, injectants
which contain polymer were prepared 2–3 days prior to their injection
and others without polymer waited for 1 to 2 days after their

preparation. A constant flow rate of 0.1ml/min was employed for each
injection case. 3 PV of the fluid was injected per experiment; 3 PVI can
be considered to be an exaggerated amount in the real heavy oil field
cases [15], however, such pore volume was selected for the purpose of
achieving the maximum finger pattern coverage which can allow us to
better understand the physical mechanism behind each displacement
process. The displacement mechanisms such as viscous fingering, ca-
pillary fingering, in-situ heavy oil emulsification, etc. were then cap-
tured with a high-resolution camera (Canon EOS D digital SLR). The
schematic of the set up is seen in Fig. 2. LED light source was also used
to facilitate the visualization of viscous fingering patterns. Lastly, pro-
duced samples were collected from the production port for further
macroscopic and microscopic visualization of emulsified (or non-
emulsified) samples and final oil recovery estimation.

3. Materials

3.1. Heavy oil, mineral oil, and brine.

Heavy dead crude oil is from Western Saskatchewan. The viscosity
and the density of the oil was measured to be 13,850 cP and 980.8 kg/
m3 at 21 °C, respectively. The API (American Petroleum Institute)
gravity of the oil is 12.13°. The heavy oil has a mean TAN (Total Acid
Number) of 2.20mg KOH/g. Saturate, Aromatic, Resin and Asphaltene
(SARA) analysis results are shown in Table 2.

Mineral oil was purchased from CANNON Instrument Company and
the viscosity of mineral oil was measured to be at 649.9 cP at 20 °C.

Synthetic hard brine of low salinity was used for all injection cases.
Brine composition as follows: NaCl 10,000 ppm, CaCl2 1,000 ppm,
MgCl2, 100 ppm. Brine composition was selected based on the low
salinity brine composition suggested by Sim et al. [62]. The pH of the
brine was measured to be 5.42.

3.2. Chemicals

Tables 3 and 4 address the details of the chemicals injected. Listed
chemicals were selected based on our previous screening and sandpack
experiment results [37].

Notes: Alfoterra S23-7S-90 will be referred to as “AS1” and Aspiro S
2425 X will be referred to as “AS2” and Polyflood MAX-165 will be

Fig. 1. Pressure distribution.

Fig. 2. 2D Hele-Shaw visualization experimental set up.

Table 2
SARA results.

Components Mass recovered (wt%)

Saturates 29.75
Asphaltene 15.35
Resin 29.83
Aromatic 23.32
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referred to as “PBP” throughout the paper for the purpose of mini-
mization of the use of their commercial names as well as simplicity. The
rest of the chemicals will be referred to as stated in the first column in
the chemical name section in Table 1.

For dual/triple/quadruple chemical injection experiments, the most
efficient chemical from each category (anionic, cationic, nanofluid,
polymer) in terms of their capacity to generate heavy oil in water
emulsions from the single injection experiments in Table 3 was selected
and combined to create a complex colloidal injectant (Table 4). In cases
where similar emulsification capacity was observed among chemicals,
relatively cheaper chemical was selected further for multi-injection
experiments for practicality purposes. Alkali (NaOH) was used in the
case of single chemical injection only to observe the potential impact of
natural surfactant (in-situ generated sodium naphthenate soap) on the
crude oil recovery via emulsification.

3.3. Capillary number and Reynold’s number

In the capillary number equation, =N μ ν σ( )/ca s os, μsis the displacing
phase (injectant)’s dynamic viscosity, νis velocity, σosis the interfacial
tension between oil and injected solution. In this paper, in the case with
quasi-miscible displacement, non-viscosifying agents and their combi-
nations were employed and the flow rate remains constant throughout
the series of experiments. Therefore, we can conclude thatμs remains
constant as well as ν (0.1 ml/min) for quasi-miscible displacement ex-
periments and σos is the main variable (IFT reduction; Marangoni flow)
responsible for the viscous fingering pattern in accordance with the
capillary number equation. We have also conducted rate-dependency
immiscible flow experiment (brine flooding).

Calculated Reynold’s number using the equation = ρvx μRe ( )/
where ρ is density of the displacing fluid (kg/m3), v is the velocity of
the fluid (m/s), x is the width of the plexi glass is (m) and μis the
viscosity of displacing fluid (kg/ms) showed that with brine as an in-
jectant, Reynold’s number is ∼6.19 at 0.1 ml/min flow rate. The den-
sity of surfactant, nanoparticle, and alkali solutions listed are in the
similar range as brine at ∼1000 kg/m3 and only 1 wt% concentration
was used and polymer solutions being much higher in viscosity than
brine, we expect the Reynold’s number to be low throughout the series
of experiments at 0.1 ml/min and therefore, inertial forces are negli-
gible.

3.4. Finger type categorization

Fingers were categorized based on the fingering classification
methods from the previous literature:

1. Capillary fingering/viscous fingering: Lenormand et al. [39] sug-
gested that in the case of immiscible flooding, the displacement
patterns can be categorized into three main types: viscous fingering,
capillary fingering, and stable displacement (the crossover regimes
between capillary fingering and others may also occur). Capillary
effects can be characterized by capillary number and viscous fin-
gering can be characterized by mobility ratio between the viscosities
of two fluids. Similar patterns were also observed by [12]. The vi-
sual images of viscous fingering, capillary fingering, and stable
displacement patterns from the aforementioned studies will also be
used as one of the references to characterize the finger types ob-
served in the experiments of this study.

2. Finger width: Bonn et al. [8] found that the width of the finger (or
channels) is related to the dynamic surface tension or viscosity and
stated that viscous fingering instability can be used to understand
the injected fluid systems. In this study, we use our complex solu-
tions to modify the viscous fingering stability by acting on the sur-
face tension and/or viscosity difference. Finger width is a char-
acteristic which will be taken into consideration for our finger type
categorization.

3.5. Shielding, spreading, splitting

Homsy [26] discussed the shielding, spreading and splitting phe-
nomena to characterize the dynamics of viscous fingering. Shielding is
found after the intial instability when a single finger begins dominating
the flow. Spreading is characterized by the unstable tip front that ends
up repeated branching. And splitting is resulted from the weakening of
surface tension which leads to the loss of viscous fingering stability of
the front of fingers. The split fingers are essentiallly more stable than
the original finger from which they outgrew. However, they will
eventually form a single finger as a result of shielding and owing to
surface tension, they will spread until they reach the width sufficiently
unstable to be susceptible to splitting. Shielding, spreading and splitting
were observed in our study however, the finger dynamics were not
limited to Homsy’s characterization.

Table 3
Single injection experiments.

Chemical name Type Chemical compound Active matter

(AS1) Alfoterra S23-7S-90 Anionic surfactant Alcohol propoxy sulfate 85.1%
(AS2) Aspiro S 2425 X D-Glucopyranose, oligomers, decyl octyl glycosides –
CTAB Cationic surfactant Cetrimonium bromide ≥99%
DTAB Dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide ≥98%
Silica Nanoparticles Silicon dioxide 45%
Alumina Aluminum oxide 28%
Zirconia Zirconium dioxide 20%
CNC Carbon Nanotube-Nanocellulose –
XG Polymer Xanthan Gum –
(PBP) Polyflood MAX-165 polyacrylamide-based polymer –
NaOH Alkali Sodium carbonate –

Table 4
Chemical combination injection experiments (AS: Anionic Surfactant, CS: Cationic Surfactant, NF:
NanoFluid, P: Polymer).

Chemical injection type Chemical combination

Dual chemical injection AS+CS, AS+NF, AS+P, CS+NF, CS+P, NF+P
Triple chemical injection AS+CS+NF, AS+CS+P, CS+NF+P, AS+NF+P
Quadruple chemical injection AS+CS+NF+P, AS+CS+NF+P (with mineral oil)
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4. Droplets and partial miscibility: Suzuki et al. [63] showed that
formation of what seems to be “droplets” as opposed to a typical viscous
fingering pattern is indicative of partial miscibility in their experiment
with sodium sulfate and polyethylene glycol. According to Suzuki et al.
[63], fingering behavior can be characterized by one single finger
(immiscible) or multi-fingers (miscible) as seen in Fig. 3. However, in
the case of partially miscible fluid, it can be characterized by multiple
droplets. Kong et al. [33] also observed the droplet-like behavior in
their steam injected heavy oil visualization studies and attributed the
appearance of oil droplets to emulsification.

Considering the finger type characterization from the results in the
cited studies above and also based on our own observations, we present
our classification for finger type identification for non-thermal heavy
oil recovery via emulsification in Table 5 in an effort to map out fun-
damental displacement morphologies. Our primary objective is identi-
fying the type of viscous fingering responsible for the generation of
Winsor 4 type heavy oil-in-water emulsions and relate the viscous fin-
gering patterns to final heavy oil recovery.

4. Experimental result

4.1. Single injection

4.1.1. Quasi-miscible (Anionic, cationic surfactants and alkali)
AS1 flooding is presented Fig. 4. As seen, the fingers are shown to

“shift” in the direction towards the production port. Based on our as-
sumption in Fig. 1, we ascribe the pressure gradient (less confining
stress towards the production port) to be the main displacement me-
chanism over capillary effect (IFT reduction) and/or viscous effect.
Such behavior was also previously described by Homsy [26] under the
name of “shielding” which is the tendency of the finger to develop in
the direction of pressure gradient after the initial instability.

Fig. 5 shows the AS2 flooding case. We observe the following: (A) an
oil film was developed which was previously not observed in the case of
AS1 which is also an anionic surfactant, (B) bubbles formed which is
due to a non-homogeneous reaction; the cause of this non-homo-
geneous reaction is unclear but possibly from both the fluid types and
properties, rather than the mechanical effects considering that such
effect was not observed in the case of AS1 injection and (C) the thinning
of the finger was observed which has led to the final isolation of trapped
oil and/or emulsion phase. This is possibly due to the previously
mentioned pressure gradient (shielding effect) being a dominant force
over IFT reduction preventing the advancement of further finger ra-
mification.

Fig. 6 shows the CTAB flooding results of which are predominantly
characterized by oil droplet formation previously observed in Fig. 3
(which is also described as “partial-miscibility” per Suzuki et al [63]’s
definition and also will be referred to as “quasi-miscibility” throughout
our study). Fig. 7 displays DTAB flooding results. After the formation of
fingers, the DTAB and brine solution seem to follow the channel ori-
ginally created in the center. The observations are as follows: (A) the
main finger is shown to become thicker in width, (B) over time, finally
leading to formation of one thick finger, also described as Finger type II
(shielding effect) as seen in Table 5. The branched finger also becomes

thinner, and (C) the disappearance of ramification is observed with oil
film being left on the upper Plexiglass surface.

Fig. 8 displays the visualization results from the NaOH injection,
two large fingers (Finger type II) were generated and they maintained
their shape until 3 PVI. Due to this “retainment” or “preservation” of
the large fingers, a presence of immobile oil region could be observed.
However, this type of immobile oil region is not exclusive to the NaOH
case, as it was also seen in the injection case of DTAB (Fig. 7), brine
(Fig. 9), alumina (Fig. 10), silica (Fig. 11), zirconia (Fig. 12), and CTAB
(Fig. 13). Such an immobile oil region can be observed due to the lack
of ramification of the fingers (usually prevalent in the Finger type 2
cases). The cause for this lack of ramifications can vary depending on
the physical mechanism behind each chemical injection case.

The NaOH case was observed to lead to high finger pattern coverage
(due to the size of the area) and moderate oil recovery. NaOH is alkali
which can be used to increase the pH of the system. As asphaltenes are
amphoteric, their hydrophilic behavior can be increased with the
charge obtained at low pH (cationic) and high pH (anionic). Such a
charge can lead to accumulation of asphaltenes at the interface [52,5]
which may result in improvement in heavy oil recovery via emulsifi-
cation (via entrainment and/or entrapment). Asphaltene composition
of the heavy oil which was obtained from SARA analysis used in this
study is listed in Table 1. As seen in Fig. 8, emulsion entrapment effect
could be observed via high finger coverage (as opposed to non-finger
type droplet formation or base-case type of single fingering) and
moderate oil recovery.

From the single injection for surfactants, AS1 (Anionic surfactant)
and CTAB were selected further for the multi-injection studies due to
their capacity to enhance oil recovery through emulsification.
Properties and characteristics of produced samples are elaborated on
further in Table 6.

4.2. Immiscible (brine, nanofluids, polymer)

4.2.1. Rate effect on brine flooding
Studies in the past discussed the effect of capillary number on the

viscous fingering. Chen [11] suggested that immiscible finger patterns
are less ramified than the miscible finger patterns and immiscible fin-
gers are more sensitive to the flow rate than their counterparts. This
was further confirmed by Kawaguchi et al. [30] where the finger pat-
terns changed from split-like shapes to ramified shapes (corresponding
to “spreading” in the case of [26] with an increase in flow rate during
the immiscible flooding. Similar results were observed in our brine
flooding case. With an increase in flow rate (and therefore, the capillary
number), higher finger ramification could be observed. Viscous fin-
gering (dominated by the viscous effects in capillary number) may be
the most dominant factor for the immiscible case. Along with ramifi-
cation, we can observe the decrease in finger width – such finger
thinning behavior was also previously observed by Linder et al. [40] It
should be noted that the sweep observed in Fig. 9 does not represent the
oil displacement type of sweeping as the Hele-Shaw glass tends towards
water wet behavior, and based on the oil recovery. We suspect the
yellow finger coverage 0.02ml/min to be due to the brine film flow
(brine film wetting) at the upper part of the hydraulic gradient. To
confirm this hypothesis, a side profile must be observed as shown in
Fig. 1b of the Hele-Shaw studies by Sandnes et al. [58].

4.2.2. Nanofluids (Silica, Alumina, Zirconia, CNC)
After the initial finger generation, alumina was observed to have the

“troughs” advancing outward and “peaks” retreating inward (Fig. 10).
Such advancing and retreating behavior was observed to be exclusive to
alumina among the tested nanofluids. Advancing troughs were light in
color indicating the oil displacement and/or emulsion in their original
place. Retreating “peaks” seem to get darker in color and could re-
present oil and/or emulsion trapped in the finger channel. One of the
causes for this oil and/or emulsion trapping could be due to the

Fig. 3. (Regenerated) miscible, quasi-miscible, immiscible viscous fingering
results [63].
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Table 5
Finger type identification for non-thermal heavy oil recovery via emulsification.

Finger type (& non-
fingers)

Fingering mechanism Description Finger width (on
average)

Sample (note: the scale has been adjusted to
fit the table) 1 cm

Finger type I Viscous fingering
> Capillary fingering

1. Splitting
2 High tortuosity of the fingers

< 1 cm in width

Finger type II Viscous fingering
> Capillary fingering

1. Splitting+ Shielding
2. low tortuosity of the fingers

> 1 cm in width

“Polymer” sweep Immiscible type
Stable displacement

1. Shielding
2. Good mobility control

> 1.5 cm

“Trailing” effect Stable displacement 1. Splitting
2. Good mobility control

–

“Polymer” fingers Capillary effect and stable
displacement cross over

1. Splitting+ Spreading
2. Fish scale-like appearance on the inner surface
of upper Hele-Shaw glass.

–

(non-fingers) droplets Partial (Quasi)-miscible [63] Droplets –

(non-fingers) Bubbles – 1. Light colored bubbles not present before the
injection
2. They may indicate non-homogeneous reaction

–

(continued on next page)
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attraction forces between alumina which is positively charged at a
given pH value and oil which is negatively charged. Silica (Fig. 11) and
zirconia (Fig. 12) displayed a similar fingering pattern and finger cov-
erage with oil and/or emulsion trapping which was also observed in the
case of alumina flooding. In both cases, at 3PVI, the fingers become
thicker in width with an increase in the size of the displaced area and
the loss of finger ramification is observed due to the heterogeneous
permeabilities leading to flow channeling and the pressure gradient
effect (over the capillary number effect). Since our samples are 2D
models, there is a limitation in visualizing the saturation of fluids
through the gap between the Hele-Shaw glasses from the side profile
and therefore, we have to rely on the color gradient to estimate the Sor
at each stage of solution injection and oil displacement.

CNC (Cellulose NanoCrystals) injection (Fig. 13) displayed a unique
behavior due to its characteristics containing both polymer-like and
surfactant-like (amphiphilic) properties. 3 PV injection was divided into
four periods (1. t= 0.25PVI, 2. t= 1.25PVI, 3. t= 2PVI, 4. t= 2.75
PVI). Following are some of the observations with increasing PVI:

1. (A) Thick finger generation (Finger type II) (B): Some ramification.
2. (A): Increase in the “Polymer” sweep (refer to Table 5) morphology

near the injection port. (B): Loss of “side fingers” (or original ra-
mified fingers).

3. (A): “Polymer sweeping” alike, some oil film can still be observed.
Increase in the swept coverage (B): a further loss of finger (dis-
appearance of ramified side fingers).

4. (A): Swept area (including the oil film) (B): re-appearance of fingers
(surfactant like behavior). CNC, despite its unique flow behavior
and cost-effectiveness, did not lead to high oil recovery or emulsi-
fication and therefore, silica was selected further for multi-injection
studies.

4.2.3. Polymer flooding (Xanthan Gum, PBP)
Both polymer cases (Xanthan Gum, PBP) in Figs. 14 and 15 led to

excellent sweep efficiency along with high heavy oil recovery. How-
ever, as expected, the produced samples were not in the oil-in-water
emulsified form, but rather in the immiscible form of the polymer so-
lution and oil. The oil film left on the upper glass of the Hele-Shaw
sample for both cases could also be observed. In the case of PBP, along

with oil trailing, polymer trailing could also be observed as seen in (A),
Fig. 15. The “oil pocketing behavior” (B) in Fig. 15 consistently ap-
peared in repeat tests and was especially evident in one of the repeat
tests (Fig. 16). The “oil pocketing behavior,” is characterized by
polymer solution wrapping around the heavy oil and driving it towards
the production port as opposed to a rather stable, piston-like dis-
placement seen with Xanthan Gum. We attribute this to the low visc-
osity characteristic (higher mobility) of the PBP along with its lower IFT
with oil in comparison with Xanthan Gum (Fig. 17). Further in-
vestigation is required to understand the polymer properties re-
sponsible for the observed behavior.

For the single injection case, the initial coverage areas were similar
for all chemicals ranging in between values lower than 20%. Polymers,
anionic surfactants, and cationic surfactants finger coverage began at a
lower area % than nanofluids. However, a distinctive difference could
be observed at around 0.4 PVI with XG and PBP continuously leading
the coverage area % ahead of other chemicals injected (Fig. 18). NaOH
also led to one of the highest finger coverage area (Fig. 19). It should be
noted that there can be potential errors in quantifying the finger cov-
erage area and finger length due to the previously mentioned concept of
“film flow” of solution channeling at the upper part of the gap due to
the substrate wettability and the interference with the back illumina-
tion which can lead to the misrepresentation of the true finger pattern
area (Refer to 1.2.1 Rate effect on brine flooding). As for the finger
length (Fig. 20), the elongation of the main finger (leading finger) was
immediate in the case of CTAB. The reason for CTAB’s immediate
elongation may be due to the electrostatic attraction forces between
CTAB and the Hele-Shaw glass sample which is negatively charged.
Two polymers (XG, PBP) led to the slowest finger extension following
the stable displacement patterns (Fig. 20).

4.3. Dual injection

As addressed in the Section 3, for multi-injection cases (dual/triple/
quadruple chemical injection experiments), the most efficient chemical
from each category of the chemical (anionic, cationic, nanofluid,
polymer) in terms of their capacity to generate heavy oil-in-water
emulsions from the single injection experiments in Table 3 was selected
further and combined to create a complex colloidal injectant (Table 4).

Table 5 (continued)

Finger type (& non-
fingers)

Fingering mechanism Description Finger width (on
average)

Sample (note: the scale has been adjusted to
fit the table) 1 cm

(non-fingers) Oil film – Porous layer of oil left on the inner surface of
glass

–

Fig. 4. AS1 Flooding.
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1wt% concentration of each chemical is selected and the reason for
such selection is elaborated in the Section 4.5. As the documented ob-
servations above demonstrate, a single injection alone cannot lead to
recovery by stable heavy oil in water emulsification. Whereas polymer
injection can lead to high recovery and this is a well-known fact
throughout past literature and field studies (See Table 1), it should be
noted that oil recovery by polymer flooding is not through in-situ oil-in-
water emulsification and therefore, does not meet the displacement
effect that is pursued in this study; thus, multi-injections and their
functions are investigated. In the case of AS1+CTAB (Fig. 21), at 0.75
PVI, the fingers were observed to be thicker in width (in between Finger
type I and Finger type II) than that of CTAB or AS1 at said PVI. At 3PVI,
the finger pattern was observed to follow the chaotic crossover patterns
of Finger type II and droplet. The pattern, however, was observed to be
closer in resemblance to the Finger type II, rather than the full CTAB
non-finger “droplet” pattern observed at the same injection period. The
produced sample from AS1+CTAB could not be emulsified into a
Winsor type 4 emulsion sample even with agitation. It should be noted
that Winsor type 4 emulsion categorization was applied not only for the
stable microemulsion cases but also for stable microemulsion cases as
previously applied by Kabalnov and Weers [28], Kabalnov and Wen-
nerström [29].

In the case of CTAB+XG (Fig. 22), CTAB’s Finger type I (A) was
observed to be followed by the “Polymer” fingers (B) as observed at
t= 0.25 PVI. At t= 3PVI, “Polymer” finger effect became the dominant
pattern, following an ill-defined, DLA-like fingering morphology. What
seems like an unintentional sequential SP flooding may be due to the
strong electrostatic attraction forces between CTAB and the substrate
surface which led to the rapid “spreading” of CTAB. Such attraction
force is so strong that it could have overcome the attraction forces and
hydrophobic interactions between CTAB and XG. Other potential cause
for this can be the non-uniform mixing of the CTAB and XG compo-
nents. There is a need to investigate this point further by conducting the
CTAB adsorption test in the Hele-Shaw cell.

As for the AS1+XG case, “Trailing” effect could be observed
(Fig. 23). The mechanism behind this “Trailing” effect is discussed ex-
tensively earlier. In the case of silica+XG (Fig. 24), when comparing
with the XG only case (Fig. 14), there was an evident wettability al-
teration observed based on the appearance of the remaining oil film left
on the surface of upper Hele-Shaw sample after 3 PV injection. The
CTAB+ silica case closely followed (Fig. 25) (with Finger type I, II
generations followed by droplet generation) the CTAB’s flooding case

and emulsification of the produced sample could be achieved with an
agitation which indicates unstable emulsion production. AS1+ silica
displayed similar behavior as CTAB+ silica characterized by Finger
type I ramification followed by droplets and it could also lead to pro-
duced samples which could be formed into an emulsion with agitation
(Fig. 26).

In the case of dual injection (Fig. 27), silica+XG displayed the
highest coverage from 0.37 PVI until 3 PVI despite the eddy-like oil
films found on the inner surface of the Hele-Shaw model. It led to ex-
cellent sweep efficiency and heavy oil recovery but without emulsifi-
cation. Counterintuitive results were shown with other chemical in-
jections with XG addition (such as AS1+XG and CTAB+XG) as they
did not lead to high coverage of finger patterns despite their high oil
recovery and emulsification due to the initial fingering (CTAB+XG),
“Trailing” effect (AS1+XG) even though AS1+XG case led to∼ 70%
coverage at 3PVI (Fig. 28). The classification for recovery factors (high,
medium, low) is elaborated in the “Summary” part of this paper. As for
finger lengths (Fig. 29), the leading finger in AS1+XG, AS1+ silica
extended at the fastest rate, followed by AS1+CTAB, CTAB+XG, si-
lica+XG, and CTAB+ silica. CTAB+ silica also led to the lowest
finger coverage. Discussions regarding CTAB+ silica characteristics are
discussed further in the Section. 4.5

4.4. Triple injection

Triple injection was conducted (with 1 wt% concentration of each
chemical) in order to visualize the impact that each chemical has on
one another in terms of finger generation as well as to observe their
effect on the in-situ emulsification process. In the past, we have ob-
served the ability of a complex colloidal solution (silica, a cationic
surfactant, and an anionic surfactant) to improve oil recovery through
oil-in-water emulsification through sandpack flooding, core flooding,
and slim tube sandpack flooding [37]. The complex colloidal solution
could be formed by modifying the surface of silica with a cationic
surfactant addition and stabilizing the solution with an anionic sur-
factant, of which can also be used to reduce IFT and heavy oil viscosity
and thereby generating a stable in-situ Pickering oil-in-water emulsion.
Using the aforementioned idea as a bottom line, in this study we have
tried combining tested chemicals from the single injection experiments
and observing their impact on heavy oil emulsification.

AS1+CTAB+XG (Fig. 30) displayed the crossover pattern be-
tween “Polymer” finger effect and Finger type I. It closely resembled the

Fig. 5. AS2 flooding.

Fig. 6. CTAB flooding.
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CTAB+XG (Fig. 22) finger pattern but the finger width was thinner in
the case of AS1+CTAB+XG. AS1’s ability to reduce the finger width
may be related to its ability to reduce surface tension which ultimately
increases the capillary number. Capillary number increase is associated
with the finger width reduction in the immiscible case and was shown
to be true in our study as well (refer to 1.2.1 Rate effect on brine
flooding). The extent to which the capillary number increase can affect
the finger width in colloidal solution flooding requires further

investigation. AS1+ silica+XG (Fig. 31) followed the trailing beha-
vior previously observed in the case of AS1+XG (Fig. 23) but with the
addition of silica, the finger width was observed to increase.

Addition of silica into the solution also led to bubble generation (in
the solution which continuously remained stable prior to injection, not
during displacement) and therefore, bubbles can be observed during the
displacement as in the circled area in Fig. 31. In the case of
CTAB+ silica+XG, co-presence of Finger type I, droplets, “Polymer”

Fig. 7. DTAB flooding.

Fig. 8. NaOH injection at PVI= 3.

Fig. 9. Rate-dependancy brine flooding results.

Fig. 10. Alumina injection.

J. Lee, et al. Fuel 270 (2020) 117502
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effect persisted, followed by the complete “Polymer” sweep (with some
remaining oil film). CTAB+ silica+XG (Fig. 32) led to the production
of Winsor type 4 emulsion of heterogeneous oil droplet sizes. Fig. 33
displays the AS1+CTAB+ silica results. Thick ramified fingers
maintained their shape until 2 PV. Elasticity is considered to be one of
the causes for suppressing the further tip splitting [45]. Silica’s ability
to stabilize the interface between oil and low salinity brine solution was
investigated by Lee and Babadagli [37]. CTAB’s addition to the silica
nanofluid can modify the surface of silica making it amphiphilic (from
its original hydrophilic state) and creating a favorable condition for
Pickering emulsion generation through brine-oil interface stabilization.
However, AS1+CTAB+ silica did not result in high oil recovery and
the produced samples required further agitation to form Winsor type 4
emulsions. The hardness of the solution (CaCl2, MgCl2) is likely to be
the cause of this effect. Importance of selecting chemicals based on the
hardness of the brine for heavy oil is elaborated by Lee et al. [38].
Finger coverage and length curves for the triple injection case are
available in the Section 4.5 (Figs. 37–39).

4.5. Quadruple injection

The quadruple injection was conducted in order to visualize the
impact that each chemical has on one another in terms of finger gen-
eration and also to observe their effect on the in-situ emulsification
process. As addressed in the Section 4.4, the complex colloidal solution
was observed to have the capacity to lead to high oil recovery in our
previous study. However, it was found that despite the complexity of
the solution injected which, intuitively speaking, should guarantee its
dynamic stability, the system was found to lose stability when hard
divalent ions were added. And considering the results from the ex-
tensive hard-brine appropriate chemical screening tests that were
conducted at hard brine of both low salinity and high salinity condi-
tions [38], it was found that an extra displacement force other than the
IFT gradient (or capillary number effect) is required in order to effec-
tively improve oil recovery with oil-in-water emulsion generation in
porous media. That extra displacement force is expected to be provided
by XG in this part of the study through the improvement of mobility
ratio and supply of energy required for fluid interaction.

1 wt% concentration of each chemical was applied in this case. We
are aware that in total (in multi-injection cases), the amount of

Fig. 11. Silica injection.

Fig. 12. Zirconia injection.

Fig. 13. CNC injection case.
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concentration may seem exaggerated or excessive but the reason for us
to keep the concentration consistent in each experiment was to observe
a new chemical effect each time (and added at their original given
concentration), rather than manipulating the concentration of a certain
chemical to maintain a specific total concentration and compromising
the integrity of the experimental results.

AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG (Fig. 34) followed AS1+CTAB+XG
(Fig. 30) finger pattern with a wider finger width. Silica has consistently
displayed increasing thickness of fingers throughout this study and we
attribute this to the wettability alternating characteristic of silica of
which changes the surface of the Hele-Shaw sample to be more water
wet. The close up of the image at 1.8 PVI displays short, DLA-like
patterns previously observed in the AS1+XG case (Fig. 35). Produced
samples were homogeneous Winsor type 4 emulsions. The final visua-
lization result at 3 PVI seems to be a crossover between the results from
XG+ silica and AS1+ silica+XG and XG+CTAB+ silica. The oil
film seems to most resemble the silica+XG case. In the case of mineral
oil (Fig. 36), shiny flocculations – which could be due to CTAB, silica,
XG, or their combinations – could be observed. It should be noted that
the solution was dyed with∼ 2wt% water based tracer concentrate
(IFWB-C8 Fluorescent yellow-green) before being injected into the so-
lution for improved visualization. DLA-like “Polymer” fingers were not
observed in the mineral oil case as they were in the heavy oil dis-
placements.

There have been many efforts in the past to minimize the effects of
the Saffman-Taylor-Chuoke instability using polymer [64,42,22]. In
this study, instead of trying to reduce the instability, we focused on the
finger patterns responsible for in-situ heavy oil-in-emulsification. The
results showed that polymer addition in general (with or without ad-
ditional chemicals) can lead to high oil recovery via the displacement
type previously coined as “Polymer” sweep of which is associated with
a lack of the Saffman-Taylor-Chuoke like instability, but in-situ emul-
sification (with polymer) was shown to be exclusive to displacement
morphologies of which include Finger type I, II, and “Polymer” fingers.

AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG and CTAB+ silica+XG samples are
observed to start with a larger coverage than others in the triple and
quadruple injection cases (Fig. 37). However, the coverage in the case
of CTAB+ silica+XG does not increase after 0.4 PVI, whereas, the
opposite is observed in the case of AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG injection.
CTAB+Silica+AS1 also seems to follow the CTAB+ silica+XG
pattern with no increase in coverage at 0.25 PVI injected.
AS1+CTAB+XG seems to follow the coverage expansion trend of
AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG at a much lower range of coverage % va-
lues. It can be concluded that CTAB+ silica mixture might play a role
in the stationary period of no further finger coverage expansion.
However, this can be overcome with XG addition as displayed in the
case of AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG. Final finger coverage (Fig. 38)
confirms again that XG is responsible for the high finger pattern cov-
erage. Fingering coverage value was approximated and averaged using
the open source image-processing ImageJ software [59].

As for finger length (Fig. 39) in the triple and quadruple injection
case, the main finger in the CTAB+ silica+XG stretched at the fastest
rate followed by AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG, AS1+CTAB+ silica,
AS1+CTAB+XG, and AS1+ silica+XG; soon it was caught up by
the AS1+CTAB+ silica+XG. CTAB+ silica+XG is an interesting
case as the single injection with CTAB led to the fastest finger elonga-
tion; however, with the addition of silica during dual injection, the
leading finger development was the slowest (also the finger coverage).
Alternatively, when XG was added, again it became the fastest in finger
elongation. This result shows that when CTAB (1%), silica (1%), XG
(1%) are combined, the electrostatic attraction forces and hydrophobic
interaction between CTAB and XG become the dominant force in fluid
displacement. For future studies, concentration tests can be conducted
(increasing the silica concentration) to investigate the impact of silica
in finger elongation when mixed with CTAB and XG.
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5. Discussion and highlights

Table 6 displays the finger type comparison chart for the Hele-Shaw
sample results. Table 5 contains the classification standards for finger
type categorization. It should be noted that “fingering coverage” is not
accurately indicative of the oil that has been swept due to the thin-film
coating (or “wetting”) on the inner surface of the upper Hele-Shaw glass
sample as addressed throughout the study. The thin film can be caused
by various factors such as the viscous nature of oil (and in certain cases,
polymer or polymer mixture with oil), unfavorable wettability altera-
tion due to surfactant, and nanofluid adsorption (in the case of cationic
surfactants, certain positively charged nanofluids). Such wetting was
also considered for the characterizing produced samples in the collec-
tion tubes (Table 6). Wetting in the produced samples was classified
into four types based on the coverage of the oil and/or emulsion ob-
served on the inner surface of the collection tubes: H (High):> 50%
wetting, M (Moderate): 20–50% wetting, L (Low):< 20% wetting, N
(No): 0% wetting. As for final heavy oil recovery, in order to prevent
potential errors in quantifying the oil recovery due to the high emul-
sification/wetting of certain produced samples and also as demulsifi-
cation is not the objective of this study, we have simplified the process
and categorized the recovery into three types based on the produced
volume: H (High):> 40%, M (Moderate): 15–40%, L (Low):< 15%. As
for emulsification, the samples which have successfully formed Winsor
type 4 emulsions (with or without the extra agitation, as indicated in
Table 6), were visualized under the transmitted-light microscope to
further investigate the characteristics of the formed oil-in-water emul-
sions.

The results from Table 6 show that “Polymer” fingers are associated
with the production of stable Winsor type 4 oil-in-water emulsion
samples which do not require extra agitation post-production to form
Winsor type 4 emulsions (XG+CTAB, XG+CTAB+AS1,
XG+CTAB+ silica, CTAB+AS1+XG+ silica). They were also
shown to be associated with high heavy oil recovery. Non-finger dro-
plets appearing after a period of Finger type I generation led to pro-
duced samples which can form stable Winsor type 4 oil-in-water
emulsions with additional shearing force via manual agitation, as well
as being associated with medium to high oil recovery on average.
CTAB, AS1, AS1+CTAB, CTAB+ silica, AS1+ silica displayed both
Finger type I, II (initial) and droplet patterns (final). Other finger types
such as Finger type I, II which did not lead to other emulsification re-
lated patterns such as “Polymer” fingers, or droplets did not result in
emulsification and they were associated with low to moderate oil re-
covery. In cases where Finger type I (initial) was followed by Finger I or
II cross-over with droplets (final), as in the case of AS1+CTAB and
AS1, despite their similarity in finger pattern generations, only AS1

produced sample was successful in generating oil-in-water emulsion
with agitation.

Such counterintuitive results need further investigation for im-
proved understanding of the phenomena. “Polymer” sweep type con-
sistently led to high oil recovery and if not present with other types of
finger forms, led to polymer solution+ oil mixture of high quantity
production (in the form of two-phase separate oil and water). In-situ
bubble formation was exclusively found in the case of AS2 from the
non-homogeneous chemical reaction. The cause behind such a rare
occurrence is potentially due to the unique chemical composition of
AS2 as a surfactant (Table 3) and its reaction with the brine phase in the
Hele-Shaw cell. However, this assumption needs to be investigated
further. The produced oil and/or emulsion sample with CTAB+ silica
injection uniquely led to ex-situ stable bubble formation after agitation.
Murray [43] extensively reviewed the literature on bubble stabilization;
it is suspected that the formation of bubbles from the produced sample
in the case of CTAB+ silica is likely due to the presence of surface-
modified silica (with CTAB) [37]. This effect, however, was not ob-
served when other chemicals were added (addition of AS1, and
AS1+XG). This is possibly due to the muted silica’s role by the
dominant functions of added chemicals.

Fig. 14. Xanthan Gum injection.

Fig. 15. PBP injection.

Fig. 16. PBP repeat test (0.75 PVI), “oil pocketing”.

Fig. 17. Dynamic viscosity at various shear rates (PBP, Xanthan gum).
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In microscopic images, produced samples from the AS1+XG mix-
ture (with or without any additional chemicals) displayed reddish-
brown color droplets which differ significantly from the typical black
(oil droplets) and yellow (aqueous phase) observed in other mixture
cases. There are two ways that polymer commonly interacts with sur-
factants, one is via electrostatic attraction, and the other is through
hydrophobic interactions. Krstonosic et al. [34] stated in their study
that Xanthan Gum chains can shrink and twist due to the electrostatic
repulsive forces between Xanthan Gum and anionic surfactant (SDS, in
their case). Considering that both XG and AS1 are anionic, it is possible
that the observed “Trailing” effect and reddish-brown color gradient in
the microscopic images is due to the strong hydrophobic interactions
along with the effect of Xanthan Gum shape change due to the afore-
mentioned repulsive forces. The reddish-brown droplets could also be
observed in the case of AS1+XG+CTAB+ silica as AS1+XG inter-
action is also present in the system. The cause for this change requires
further investigation via chemical variation for multi-injection studies
(selection of different anionic and cationic surfactants).

The CTAB+XG interaction can be described by both electrostatic
attraction (attraction forces)+ hydrophobic interaction. Heavy oil

displacement with the CTAB+XG injection led to the existence of both
Finger type I and “Polymer” finger effect (given that AS1 is not present)
leading to highly stable Winsor type 4 emulsion production. Both mi-
neral oil and heavy oil cases, despite the significant viscosity difference
and oil composition, displayed similar finger pattern behavior char-
acterized by “Polymer” fingers and Finger type I, and II, followed by a
“Polymer” sweep. The fish scale type (look-alike) of DLA-like patterns,
however, could not be observed in the case of mineral oil. This could be
attributed to the relatively simple composition of mineral oil (composed
of higher alkanes) in comparison to the heavy oil; heavy oil’s compo-
sition details are provided in Table 1. The predominant factors (e.g.,
viscous forces vs. capillary forces) which determine the fingering
morphologies require further investigation and it can be suggested that
mineral oil could be an appropriate substitute for rather simple visua-
lization of certain fingering behavior and patterns due to capillary and
viscous effects. However, they cannot substitute heavy oil as they
cannot accurately reflect the fingering patterns and morphologies of
heavy oil displacements and therefore, it is recommended that heavy oil
is used for future Hele-Shaw visualization studies for chemically in-
duced heavy oil recovery.

Fig. 18. Coverage of finger pattern (%) from 0 to 0.8 PVI (single injection case).

Fig. 19. Final finger coverage (%) at 3 PVI (single injection case).
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Fig. 20. Finger length and PVI (single injection case).

Fig. 21. AS1+CTAB.

Fig. 22. CTAB+XG.

Fig. 23. AS1+XG.

Fig. 24. Silica+XG.
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Fig. 25. CTAB+Silica.

Fig. 26. AS1+Silica.

Fig. 27. Coverage of finger pattern (%) from 0 to 0.8 PVI (dual injection case).

Fig. 28. Final finger coverage (%) at 3 PVI (dual injection case).
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Fig. 29. Finger length and PVI (dual injection case).

Fig. 30. AS1+CTAB+XG.

Fig. 31. AS1+ Silica+XG.

Fig. 32. CTAB+Silica+XG.

Fig. 33. AS1+CTAB+ Silica.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have categorized in detail the finger patterns
which can be observed during the heavy oil displacement process via
chemical injections (single and multi-) and discussed the fundamental
physical mechanism behind their unique morphologies and related
them to heavy oil-in-water emulsification and final heavy oil recovery.
Following are the answers to 9 questions addressed in the Section 1
which are also the key conclusions of this study:

1. Feder [19] stated that viscous fingers which can be observed in the
process of displacement of high viscosity fluids by low viscosity
fluids generate fractal structures which resemble the fractals ob-
served in DLA (Diffusion-Limited Aggregation) and also added that
dynamics of DLA and viscous fingering is the same. More recently,
Nicolas-Carlock and Carrilo-Estrada [46] introduced an analytical
model of the fractal dimensions of the DLA (Diffusion-Limited Ag-
gregation) and DBM (Dielectric-Breakdown Model) to scale clusters
which are under the morphological transition. In our study, we have
observed finger patterns (especially in the case of Finger type I,
“Trailing effect” and “Polymer finger” effect) which follow both
fractal and non-fractal morphologies. More investigation is required
to define their fractal characteristics and determine the physical
nature behind them.

2. Controlling the Saffman-Taylor instabilities has been a focus of
many research works in the past as addressed throughout this paper.
Apart from manipulating the capillary number and mobility ratio,
there was also an attempt to control the interfacial stabilities by
altering the flow geometry where the gap between plexiglass was
reduced on one side [2]. In our study, we considered the chemical
injection method and found that finger growth and tip-splitting

could be significantly controlled (reduced) by the use of the
polymer. Polymer’s role as a mobility control agent is rather well-
known and not novel. However, we believe it is the first time to
relate the “polymer fingering” effect to the stable Winsor type 4
heavy oil-in-water emulsion production.

3. Wettability alternating characteristics of CTAB and silica were ob-
served throughout the studies. These two chemicals played a sig-
nificant role in the speed of finger extension and finger coverage in
the Hele-Shaw models. In order to study this point in detail, there is
a need to conduct the visualization experiments in the 3D cells in
order to observe the spreading effect due to their adsorption on the
surface of the Hele-Shaw sample from the side profile during the
dynamic flooding.

4. This topic can be controversial. In all cases, polymer (both XG and
PBP) performed outstandingly in heavy oil recovery. However, the
mechanism for this high sweep efficiency is clear; which is the
aforementioned mobility control. The polymer can also reduce the
viscous fingering significantly. However, produced samples from the
polymer flooding were not in the emulsion form, the objective of
this study (production via emulsion), and also the most stable
emulsification was done in the case of “Polymer” finger behavior of
which is associated with fractal-like, cluster-like fingers. These
patterns were also associated with high oil recovery. We attribute
the “success” of polymer fingering to polymer’s ability to stabilize
surfactant-generated low viscosity heavy oil emulsions and there-
fore, resulting in highly stable, homogeneous emulsion production.
Furthermore, polymer addition can also control the unfavorable in-
situ heavy oil emulsion inversion (often associated Finger type I and
Finger type 2) which can easily occur due to the change in oil-to-
water ratio during the heavy oil displacement. It should also be
noted that the fingering type followed by “droplets” led to the
production of emulsion samples which lack stability and required
agitation for them to form Winsor type 4 emulsions. This type of
displacement pattern was associated with moderate to high oil re-
covery.

5. “Polymer” fingers (the most stable produced emulsions), Finger type
I followed by the droplets that can be observed (Produced emulsions
are stable after agitation) are associated with heavy-oil-in-water
emulsification. Finger type 2 (thick fingers) led to low recovery and
no emulsification.

6. By observing the final products, one can determine the viscous
fingering patterns by relating the emulsion samples to the viscous

Fig. 34. AS1+CTAB+ Silica+XG.

Fig. 35. AS1+DTAB+ Silica+XG (at 1.8PVI).

Fig. 36. (with mineral oil) AS1+DTAB+Silica+XG.
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Fig. 37. Finger coverage (%) from 0 to 0.8 PVI (triple and quadruple injection case).

Fig. 38. Final finger coverage (%) at 3 PVI (triple and quadruple injection case).

Fig. 39. Finger length and PVI (triple and quadruple injection case).
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fingering types addressed in “5.” However, this point can become
complex in cases such as “Trailing” behavior if only simple naked-
eye visualization of the produced samples is conducted. For such
cases, microscopic visualization of the produced samples should be
accompanied to correctly identify the displacement mechanism.

7. One of the limitations of polymer flooding, when conducted alone, is
polymer’s instability in the porous media due to fluid-to-surface
adsorption, chemical deterioration, and sensitivity to various en-
vironment conditions (such as salinity and hardness of brine, tem-
perature, etc). We put forward the in-situ heavy oil in water emul-
sification as a solution to overcome such limitations and generation
of the “Polymer” finger effect is recommended for efficient flooding
via in-situ heavy oil in water emulsification (in the case of
XG+CTAB. XG+CTAB+AS1+, XG+CTAB+ silica,
XG+CTAB+AS1+ silica.)

8. In order to observe this effect (natural in-situ emulsion generation),
we injected the NaOH solution in an effort to increase the pH level
of our system. A rather stable displacement fingering was observed
(2 thick fingers) and moderate oil recovery could be obtained. The
total acid number of heavy oil is addressed in the material section of
this study. The distinction between the finger type patterns between
in-situ anionic surfactant generation and surfactant injection
(usually associated with Finger type I patterns) require further stu-
dies.

9. In certain cases, the shielding behavior” was observed to have an
impact on the fingering dynamics. However, this was limited to
cases where other displacement mechanisms such as IFT reduction
and mobility ratio improvement did not provide sufficient energy to
be the dominant displacement mechanism.
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